
Discover ultimate design freedom with Ege Carpets’ customisable rug concept featuring a 
diverse range of high-quality materials including 100% wool for luxurious and natural softness 
or regenerated nylon for contemporary style. Whether you prefer the plush comfort of shaggy 
rugs, the timeless elegance of woven designs or the modern texture of loop constructions,  
Ege Carpets have it all.

Make the most of your floor by curating rugs from Ege Carpets’ designer or colour collections 
or by creating a custom design rug entirely from scratch to fulfil your wildest design dreams.

With the online tool, Rug Creator, you can explore various collections, colours, shapes and 
edgings and visualise in several settings and on different flooring materials. And with the any 
size any shape concept, you have the freedom to design rugs that perfectly suit your needs, 
complement your interior and make your space feel just right – whether you’re decorating a 
modern office landscape, a unique boutique hotel or a stylish concept store designed to give 
the customer a very special experience.

New: Customisable rugs with ultimate design freedom
Design and visualise your perfect rug



1. Designer collections

Monsieur Christian Lacroix
With clear reference to fashion, Monsieur 
Christian Lacroix’ textile designs are created 
from his personal archive of ethnic and 
foreign fabrics that’re transformed into 
patterns of velvet draping and linen as well 
as fantasy motifs from his hometown in 
Provence, France.

Laura Bilde & Linnea Blæhr
The SHE collection pays tribute to the female 
designers and artisans of the past who’ve 
paved the way for future female artists. 
Inspired by vintage weaving techniques, 
expressionist shapes and graphic paintings, 
the SHE patterns are developed by hand as 
a recognition of imperfect interior design 
details. SHE features unicoloured patterns 
in which the contrasts are created by higher 
twisted yarn effects.

Tom Dixon
London is the departure point for the 
Industrial Landscape collection – and an 
eternal source of inspiration for creative 
director and designer Tom Dixon, who 
describes the British capital as perhaps not 
the prettiest, but certainly one of the most 
characterful cities in the world. His designs 
mirror London with all its raw, imperfect 
surfaces and rough materials in for instance 
iron inspired looks.

Designer collections are created by iconic designers who turn rugs into unique experiences. 
Meet some of Ege Carpets’ designer friends and discover their stunning work and the results 
of the collaborations.



2. Custom design

Customised rugs offer a unique opportunity to tell the design vision for your project. Ege 
Carpets’ inhouse designer team, Ege Design Studio, is always on hand to assist you in bringing 
your ideas and wishes to life.

Above image features a handpicked selection of custom rugs from just a few of our favourite 
art and hospitality projects (from left to right):

Marbling from Highline Express, Arts & Crafts. Design by Ege Design Studio
Sapphire House Autograph Collection® by Marriott in Antwerp, Belgium. Design by Glamora
And Yet It Moves/Pound Sterling by SUPERFLEX installed at Tate Modern in London, UK. Design 
by SUPERFLEX in collaboration with Rasmus Koch
VOGUE Like a Painting installed at Kunstforeningen GL STRAND in Copenhagen, Denmark. 
Design by Ege Design Studio
Hotel Danmark by Brøchner Hotels in Copenhagen, Denmark. Design by Ege Design Studio



3. Colour collections

Colour collections cover rugs in all shades and a diverse variety of qualities and constructions 
such as cosy and soft shaggy rugs, exquisite rugs in 100% pure new wool, stylish and rustic 
loop rugs and woven rugs with extremely high durability.

Margrethe Odgaard
The internationally recognised textile designer and colour alchemist Margrethe Odgaard’s 
ambition is to create poetry on the floor through colours that stimulate energies and create 
a nourishing, positive atmosphere. Inspired by the beauty of minerals and based on the 
interaction between colours, materials, light and space, Margrethe Odgaard has developed 56 
evergreen colours for several woven Eco rug collections.

About Ege Carpets 
Founded in 1938 and consistently using the most advanced technology in the industry, Ege 
Carpets have developed into one of Europe’s leading carpet companies. Guided by the strategy; 
We design beautiful carpets for a sustainable future, Ege Carpets craft unique textile flooring 
by turning waste into resources while striving to keep components in closed circles. Through 
nine sales offices and more than 50 partners around the world, Ege Carpets supply Cradle to 
Cradle Certified® carpet to architects and interior designers specialising in hospitality, office 
and marine projects, among others. Visit egecarpets.com to learn more.

Link to press releases and images 
Ege Carpets press releases and photos

https://image.egecarpets.com/direct/DREC9Gt9xk


Let’s stay in touch!
If you want to know more, please contact

Mette Frydensbjerg Jacobsen, Marketing Communication & PR Manager
+45 9711 7464 / mfj@egecarpets.com


